ACCELERATED ADVANCEMENT FOR HOSPITAL CORPSMEN
EARNING INDEPENDENT DUTY CORPSMEN (IDC) NAVY
24 Apr 2018
ADMIN

ENLISTED CLASSIFICATIONS (NECs) - Updated Navy
enlisted classification (NEC) for implementation
of the ready relevant learning pillar of Sailor
2025, see NAVADMIN 147/17.

- **Para 1**, updated NEC 8402 to L01A, NEC 8403 to
  L02A, NEC 8425 to L10A, and NEC 9494 to L28A.
- **Para 3**, updated NEC 8402 to L01A, NEC 8403 to
  L02A, NEC 8425 to L10A, and NEC 9494 to L28A.
- **Para 3b**, updated NEC 8403 to L02A, NEC 8425 to
  L10A, and NEC 9494 to L28A.
- Revised Responsible Office from PERS-812 to
  PERS-8031, including phone numbers.

(COG: NAVPERSCOM (PERS-8031)/BUPERS (BUPERS-325))